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Dear Fellow Pen People,
 
What we do, you and I, is a simple and 
contemplative art. We can practice with 
little more than a sheet of paper and a pen 
or pencil. Often, it is a solitary pursuit, with 
many hours spent alone in the studio or at 
the kitchen table. While certainly there is no 
substitute for putting in the time to 
practice our letterforms, there is nothing 
quite like coming together for a week of 

learning, networking, and socializing with several hundred others who 
share our passion for calligraphy and the related arts. When I signed up 
for my first IAMPETH conference ten years ago, I had met exactly two 
other members in person. Yet, by the end of that week, I knew I had 
found ‘my people’.  
 
I am delighted and excited to share with you our 71st annual IAMPETH 
conference registration information! Every effort has been made to 
create a program that honors our longstanding traditions while 
incorporating some fresh ideas and new areas of interest. Our 
IAMPETH model of five one-day classes, plus special events each 
evening, is an opportunity to try out new techniques or expand on ones 
familiar to you.      
 
At this writing, there is an array of sticky notes on the wall in my office, 
with names of instructors and the classes they have agreed to teach. 
They were put there for scheduling purposes, but sometimes I just sit 
back and marvel that so much talent will assemble in Atlanta for our 
2020 conference! While our instructors have arrived at their levels of 
artistry via unique paths, what they have in common is a generosity of 
spirit and willingness to share their knowledge freely---known to many 
as the ’Spirit of IAMPETH’. I hope you will join us in Atlanta and 
experience it for yourself!
 
As ever,

Jody Meese
IAMPETH President, 2019-2020
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WELCOME FROM IAMPETH
A Letter From the President

Notice: All information herein is subject to change. The views expressed by any 
conference attendee, speaker, exhibitor, or sponsor are not necessarily those of 
IAMPETH. All conference attendees, speakers, exhibitors and sponsors are solely 
responsible for the content of any and all individual or corporate presentations, marketing 
collateral, advertising, and online web content.
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GALLERY OF CLASSES
Class Previews

Paul Antonio
Flourishing

A Geometric Approach

Pat Blair
“Dressed Down”

Copperplate

Skyler Chubak
Introduction to 
Sign Painting

Harvest Crittenden
The Bister 
Ink Border

Suzanne Cunningham
Envelopes &

Etiquette

Marian Gault
Old English
Blackletter

Randall Hasson
The Shape &

Texture of Calligraphy

Heather Held
The 

Alphabet Garden

Marie Hornback
American Cursive Instructor

Certification Program

Marie Hornback
Business 
Etiquette

Hurford, McCaffery, Vitolo
Deep Dive into

the Archive

Bill Kemp
Engrosser’s

Script

Schin Loong
Calligraphic Animal

Drawing

Dan Mooney
Playing

With Gold!

Vivian Mungall
Watercolor

Borders

Rick Paulus
The Calligrapher’s

Process

Linda Schneider
Acts of Kindness

Through Calligraphy

Tamara Stoneburner
Foundational

Hand

JANET Takahashi
Lettering Bound with the

Power of Practice

Michael Ward
Spencerian & the

Art of Movement Writing

Jake Weidmann
Beginning
Spencerian

Angela Welch
Floral Flourished

Wedding Certificate



ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
Daily Offerings

The 71st Annual IAMPETH Conference is a unique opportunity for our members to gather and study lettering 
arts with some of the best penmen and calligraphic artists working today. Come spend a week renewing old 
friendships and starting new ones with like-minded scribes who share the love of 
calligraphy, engrossing, and beautiful penmanship.

Classes
When registering, you may select one of the four classes offered each day, based on your area of interest, your 
skill level, and availability of seats in the class at the time. Students of all levels, from beginner to advanced, have 
the opportunity to learn a broad variety of skills from world-class instructors in the course of the week. Our 
digital projection systems provide larger-than-life views of the instructor’s hand with pen or brush.

Archive Collection
Thought by many to be the ‘soul’ of our organization, the Archive contains priceless and rare original specimens 
from past masters. Spend time with our remarkable collection of art that includes original bird flourishes, 
ornamental lettering, and resolutions dating back to the late 1800s. There are also several scrapbooks by the old 
pen masters. Enjoy this wonderful study opportunity by taking advantage of all the Archive Room has to offer. 
We encourage you to take photos for personal study, but these documents from the ‘Golden Age of Ornamental 
Penmanship’ are extremely fragile so the use of flash photography is prohibited. The Archive Room will be open 
to all members in the evenings.
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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
Daily Offerings

Open Study Room
There will be an open study room in the evenings for attendees to work and share together. This is an 
opportunity for everyone, from novice to advanced, to write, letter, and flourish together in an unstructured 
setting.

Official Vendor
John Neal Books will be our vendor store for the week. They will have all the supplies you may need for your 
classes. If you would like to place a pre-order for pick-up at the conference, you may order directly online at 
www.johnnealbooks.com or by telephone at +1 (336) 272-6139. Your pre-order must be placed prior to June 
25th. The conference supply list will be on their website for easy ordering.

Artisan Marketplace
The Artisan Marketplace is a select group of vendors offering handcrafted and/or unique items for sale. 
Throughout the week, conference attendees will have the opportunity to see the merchandise and meet the 
artisans/vendors. From pen holders to journals to original artwork and more, there will be treasures for all to 
discover! Complete information can be found here (https://tinyurl.com/u8zt4ps), and the application can be 
accessed here (https://tinyurl.com/yx26dvvq). Applications will be accepted until April 10, 2020, from vendors 
who wish to participate in our week-long Marketplace. Please direct any Marketplace questions to Jody Meese 
at president@iampeth.com
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One-On-One Tutorial Sessions FOR BEGINNERS
If you are new to calligraphy, you can receive help and get answers to your questions about pens, nibs, and 
materials before classes start on Tuesday. If you have never used a pointed pen or a broad edge pen before, or if 
you need help adjusting your current pen, this is a perfect time to get help from the experts. These sessions will 
take place during the same hours as conference check-in on Monday.

Opening Reception
Join us Monday evening to open the 71st annual conference. Come as you are and enjoy a buffet dinner of good 
food and drink. The Opening Reception is included in the registration fee for conference attendees; tickets for 
additional guests may be purchased at the time of online registration.

KEYNOTE LECTURE: Calligraphy in the Marketplace
IAMPETH Master Penman Jake Weidmann will give a talk including highlights from his calligraphy career, what 
calligraphy looked like when he first started, how the art form has seen a massive rise in popularity recently, and 
why. He will share a closer look at his marketplace opportunities such as Apple and Pixar, as well as his 
experience in speaking on the TED stage about why handwriting is more important than ever in our increasingly 
digital age.

Round Robin
The Round Robin is a large room full of tables featuring demonstrations of techniques, tools, processes, and 
materials--sometimes with make-and-take! If you are interested in demonstrating at the Round Robin, please 
contact Jennifer Cathey at jennicathey@yahoo.com or Maureen Vickery at maureenvickery@gmail.com. 

Members Exhibit
This is an informal opportunity for attendees to share their portfolios with interested colleagues. Feel free to 
bring your work to show and discuss. Tables will be provided for display. Please direct questions to Elizabeth 
Kenney at elizabethkenney5@gmail.com.

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE 
Special Events
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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
Special Events

PODCAST RECORDING
Live from IAMPETH, attend a recording of a podcast with your #calligrahosts Christen Turney and Ajab Rajvir 
Jandiala to talk about all things calligraphy. From interviews with pros in the industry to chats about tools and 
supplies, The Calligraphy Podcast is a space for calligraphers to talk about, share and grow in their art while 
cultivating community along the way. We invite you to grab a cup of coffee, take a seat and be a part of the 
conversation. Please email thecalligraphypodcast@gmail.com with questions.

Silent Auction
This is IAMPETH’s only fundraiser of the year and a very popular event! A large variety of items contributed by 
members is available for bidding. All are encouraged to donate an item: original artwork, prints, pens, nibs or 
other calligraphy-related treasures. Please bring your donations to the opening check-in, and participate at the 
auction through bidding and buying items offered. Cash, checks, and credit card payments are accepted. 
Questions may be directed to Linda Carol Gray at lindacarolarts@yahoo.com.

Business Meeting
Every IAMPETH member, attending the conference or not, may attend the yearly Business Meeting. This is the 
time to see the ‘inner workings’ of our organization. A slate for the new Board will be presented for voting. We 
encourage everyone to attend this short, informative meeting. 

Group Photo
Each year before the Closing Banquet, while we look our best, we assemble for one large group photo. All at-
tendees are encouraged to participate. An announcement will be made at the conference on the specific location 
where the photo will be taken.

Closing Banquet
On Saturday evening we will close the annual IAMPETH conference with a sit-down dinner celebrating our week 
together. Many enjoy dressing up for this event, but it is not required to do so. Tickets for conference-goers and 
additional guests may be purchased at the time of online registration.



ABOUT ATLANTA
Empire City of the South

The City
Atlanta is the state of Georgia’s capital and largest city. It is the principal trade and transportation hub of the 
southeastern United States as well as a major cultural and educational center. In addition to its famous 
Southern hospitality, Atlanta is known for its diverse musical heritage, fascinating museums, thriving 
nightlife, growing international population, and more than 1000 places of worship including churches, 
synagogues, mosques and both Hindu and Buddhist temples. Having risen from the ashes of the American Civil 
War, its symbol is the phoenix. The National Forest Service has recognized Atlanta as the most heavily forested 
urban area in the US, with trees shading over half the city.

WEATHER
Average July temperatures in Atlanta range from a high of 89°F (32°C) to a low of 69°F (20°C), with an average 
five inches of rain throughout the month.

GETTING TO ATLANTA
Atlanta is less than two hours by plane for 80% of the US population, and as one of the world’s busiest airports, 
has many options for flights. Delta Airlines is offering up to 10% off domestic and international flights for 
IAMPETH attendees. An access code will be supplied upon conference registration. For those who prefer to 
drive, self-parking at the hotel is available at a discounted rate of $18 per day per vehicle.

Transportation to Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buckhead from 
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport:

MARTA
Travelers can board the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) train within the airport. Train fare 
is $2.50. Service runs from 5am-1:30am on weekdays and 5:30am-1:00am on weekends. Trains depart every 
four to five minutes weekdays and every 10-15 minutes on weekends. Grand Hyatt Atlanta guests should board 
the Northbound train (N to North Springs). Exit at the Buckhead Station N7 onto Peachtree Road S. The hotel 
is one block away. Guests may walk from the station, or call the hotel at (404) 237-1234 to request pick up in 
their courtesy car. For more information on MARTA schedules, call (404 848-4711.

Shuttle Service
The Atlanta Link is the exclusive shuttle service running to and from the airport. Rates to Buckhead are $20.50 
one way or $37 roundtrip. Service operates from 6am-12am. For more information or reservations, call (404) 
524-3400 or visit http://www.theatlantalink.com/. After 5pm EST call (404) 392-6402 for assistance.

Airport Limousine
Elite Limo (404) 350-8511

TAXIS
One-way fares from the airport to our hotel range from $40-60, depending on traffic.

• A Diamond’s Cab (770) 907-7476
• Buckhead Safety Cab Company (404) 875-3777
• Checker Cab Company (404) 351-1111
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THE GRAND HYATT ATLANTA IN BUCKHEAD 
3300 Peachtree Road NE, Atlanta GA 30305, United States | + 1 404-237-1234

The Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buckhead is located within blocks of some of Atlanta’s finest eateries and shops. It 
features 439 rooms on 25 floors with spacious work areas and views of the Atlanta skyline, Stone Mountain, 
or Japanese Zen Garden. A 30-foot waterfall provides soothing sights and sounds from a number of vantage 
points. There is an outdoor heated pool and a 24-hour fitness center.

IAMPETH Special Room Rates
We have reserved a block of rooms with a discount for registered conference-goers. The rate is $149 (plus tax) 
per night for a single or double occupancy room, and $174 (plus tax) per night for triple occupancy, including 
up to three days before and three days after the conference, based on availability, for those who wish to arrive 
early or spend additional time in the area. An access code and hotel registration link will be provided following 
successful online registration for the conference; any reservations made before that time will not qualify for the 
discount. If you do not have a roommate and would like to share costs, please post on the IAMPETH Member 
Forum at https://www.iampeth.com/forum.

Hotel Dining
There are two restaurants and a coffee bar inside the hotel, and fourteen eateries within a half-mile of the 
Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buckhead. The hotel offers free shuttle service within a two-mile radius, which gives 
access to 32 additional restaurants. A full list of eating establishments will be provided upon check-in at the 
conference. Room service is available around the clock.

Hotel Amenities
 

Concierge
Business Center

Multilingual Staff
Babysitting Referral Service
Assistive Listening Devices

Currency Exchange
ATM

Safe-deposit Boxes at Front Desk
Laundry/Dry cleaning

Gift Shop
Complimentary Shuttle, 2-mile radius

Japanese Zen Garden
30-foot Cascading Waterfall

Heated Outdoor Pool with Sundeck
24-hour StayFit Gym

Sauna and Steam Room
Jogging Paths nearby
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Room Amenities
 

Hyatt Grand BedTM
HD flat panel television

Blackout Curtains
Complimentary WiFi
Laptop-sized Safe

Individual Climate Control
Marble Bath with Tub
Full Bath Amenities
Robes and Slippers

Make-up Mirror
Hair Dryer

Iron and Ironing Board
Coffeemaker and 

complimentary coffee
In-room refrigerator

Bedside Charging Station with 
USB ports

Daily Newspaper Delivery 
(upon request)
Room Service

Masseuse Services 
(by appointment)

RFID Lock System



About Paul 
@PAScribe | PaulAntonioScribe.com | YouTube: PaulAntonioScribe | facebook.com/PAScribe

Paul Antonio trained as a Calligrapher, Gilder and Heraldic Artist at Reigate School of 
Art and Design. He went on to study English Palaeography, Arabic Calligraphy, and 
Archaeological Illustration with a specialty in Ancient Writing Systems. Paul’s focus 
is on the history of writing, and looking at the calligraphic practise of writing from a 
palaeographical perspective. These interests have led him to Sacred Geometry and 
the Golden Section, and how they help to generate the framework our letterforms sit 
upon. He is one of four Crown Office Scribes still handwriting some of the laws for 
the UK which are signed by the Queen. He has drawn hieroglyphs in Egypt which are 
now housed in the Met Museum’s Archives. Paul’s Copperplate Script: A Yin & Yang 
Approach is currently available with an exercise workbook to be released March 2020.

FLOURISHING – A GEOMETRIC APPROACH – INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Based on the principles laid out in Paul’s Copperplate Script manual, this class will look at how underlying 
geometries help us gain a deeper understanding of how and why a flourish works, and more importantly, why it 
doesn’t work. The key here is understanding, not learning or copying to be committed to memory. The focus will 
be on English Roundhand flourishing of the 18th and 19th centuries, and how it can be used to deconstruct later 
flourishing in Europe and the USA.

Class Supplies
Four 2B pencils; two 4B pencils; pencil sharpener; swatch of fine sandpaper, approx. 4” X 6”; coloured pencils 
2B (red, blue, green), or soft colour pencils; layout or marker paper you can see through, which will accept ink 
(Canson Marker Paper is a good choice); ink you are comfortable with; pointed nibs you are comfortable with; at 
least 10 rubber bands; paper clips; ruler; 12” T-square; set square; paper towels

OPTIONAL Supplies
Broad-edged nibs; Pilot Parallel Pens; automatic pens; ruling pens; quills and a quill knife if you really want to 
try the historical version.

PAUL ANTONIO
Flourishing - A Geometric Approach
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PAT BLAIR
“Dressed-Down” Casual Script

About PAT 
@patblair | patblaircalligraphy.com

Pat Blair served 12½ years as the Chief Calligrapher at the White House in Wash-
ington, DC, directing the production of invitation and menu design for all official and 
social presidential events, calligraphy of place cards, invitations and menus, certificate 
and resolution design as well as production of programs and tour books. She served 
two years as President of the Washington Calligraphers Guild, was chairperson of the 
Graceful Envelope contest sponsored by the US Postal Service, and served as co-di-
rector for the International Lettering Conference, Letterforum. Her work has been 
published in the Calligrapher’s Engagement Calendar, Letter Arts Review, Top 100 
New York Calligraphers, Grolier Club Calligraphy Revival, and Martha 
Stewart Weddings, among others. She teaches at the Loudoun Academy of the Arts, 

and has been on the faculty of over ten International Calligraphy Conferences. Her workshops emphasize the 
grace and elegance that letterforms can achieve when close attention is paid to the beauty of the form. She has 
been awarded the title IAMPETH Master Penman for her work.

“DRESSED-DOWN” CASUAL SCRIPT – ALL SKILL LEVELS
Spirited, lively, and casual….this class will explore the fun side of Copperplate script, as we learn how to modify 
the classic forms to produce a more “dressed down” alphabet. Shedding the refinement and “dressed up” persona 
of Copperplate, we will nod to the classic, but add some elements to change to a more informal personality. 
Familiarity with traditional Copperplate is helpful but not essential.

Class Supplies
Moon Palace Sumi ink, or an iron gall ink formula such as McCaffery’s Penman’s Ink; Canson Pro Marker Layout 
Pad, 9 x 12; your favorite nibs (i.e. Gillott 303, Hunt 22, Hunt 101, Nikko G, Leonardt Principal, Zebra G); your 
favorite oblique pen holder.



About Skyler 
@letter.queen

Based out of Salt Lake City, UT, Skyler Chubak has been doing calligraphy and 
lettering for the past nine or ten years. Though learning his craft has required hours 
of self-teaching, he feels his biggest support and help has been through IAMPETH. 
His interest in calligraphy has branched out to sign painting, engraving, gilding, 
letter-cutting, and many other related crafts. Describing himself as ‘lettering’s 
favorite problem child’, Skyler says, “Harvest Crittenden is the only reason I know 
how to hold a pen.”

SIGN PAINTING BASICS - BEGINNER
In this class you will get an overview of drawing and painting letters for hand-painted signs. You will get a good 
idea of how to use sign brushes and basic tools for hand lettering. And we’ll have fun adding effects to lettering.

Class Supplies
Size 6 lettering quill with brown or grey hair (Mack, Handover, Wrights of Lymm, or Flying Squirrel will work) 
[Skyler prefers brown which is softer]; pencil; ruler.

OPTIONAL Supplies
Mahl Stick.

MATERIALS FEE
$5 for paint and sign paper.

SKYLER CHUBAK
Sign Painting Basics
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HARVEST CRITTENDEN
The Bister Ink Border

About HARVEST
@masterpenman  |  acornartsclasses.org

Harvest Crittenden has been a professional lettering artist for more than 35 years. 
Past owner of The Gold Leaf and founder of Acorn Arts, Harvest specializes in 
calligraphy, illumination, and engrossing. She has been a winner of the Marjorie 
Pavelich Calligraphy Grant and president of The Michigan Association of 
Calligraphers. Having taught workshops to calligraphy guilds and other organizations 
around the world for over 20 years, Harvest specializes in online classes that reach 
out across the globe to those who otherwise would not have access to calligraphy 
instruction. Harvest was inducted as an IAMPETH Master Penman at the 2010 con-
ference in Orlando. In 2010, she became Director of the Spencerian Saga, a very spe-
cial series of workshops held each year at Geneva-on-the-Lake, Ohio, where Platt 

Rogers Spencer lived and worked. Her work can be seen in museums, galleries, and private collections through-
out the United States and Europe, and in numerous publications worldwide.

THE BISTER INK BORDER – ALL SKILL LEVELS
Bister inks are all the rage right now in the calligraphy world, and for good reason! The inks come in powdered 
form and can be mixed from the palest of tints to very strong transparent colors; they can also hold up to strong, 
vibrant lettering for which Amity Parks is so well known. The two projects will be a delicate white vine border and 
a bolder modern border, both 6” X 6”  and provided on pre-printed paper suitable for painting. The Bister ink pow-
ders will be supplied in Yellow, Blue, Red and Neutral. From these, a large array of colors will be mixed. Touches 
of gold, or other metallic color of your choice, will be incorporated into the designs. This is definitely play time! 
Instructions for working on other projects will be offered. 

Class Supplies
(John Neal catalog numbers provided for convenience.) Plastic 30-well mixing tray (#S120-30); 4 LARGE (1/2 
ounce) dinky dips (#S856), small ones are not big enough; Pentel Water Brush, size fine 10 mm (#FP93); #10 
Shader (#BR60) OR any inexpensive 3/8” flat synthetic brush (size is important, and non-synthetic will stain); 
Coliro (Finetec) in your choice of color, OR gold paint; at least one glass eye dropper (plastic ones will stain); 
4-oz (or larger) bottle to dispense water for mixing colors; black Pigma Micron marker (.25 mm or finer) OR any 
brand of waterproof marker the same size; water container for cleaning brushes; paper towels; plastic stir stick 
(i.e. coffee stirrer); apron or smock (inks can be messy and really stain!).

OPTIONAL Supplies
Magnifier if you need one.



About Suzanne 
@suzcunningham

Suzanne Cunningham is a professional calligrapher with 26 years’ experience. She has 
taught many private lessons and workshops, including Letterworks 2017, IAMPETH 
2018 and 2019, and at numerous guilds throughout the country. She has studied 
with IAMPETH Master Penmen Jake Weidmann, Michael Sull, Barbara Calzolari, 
Harvest Crittenden, Mike Kecseg, and Pat Blair. She has also taken classes from 
Crown Office Scribe Paul Antonio, Heather Held, Barbara Close, Bill Kemp, Angela 
Welch, Anne Elser, Maria Helena Hoksch, Yves Leterme, David Grimes, Phyllis 
Macaluso,and  Karen Brooks. Suzanne lives in Florence, Alabama with her husband, 
two daughters, and Golden Retrievers Mabel and Dixie.

ENVELOPES & ETIQUETTE - INTERMEDIATE
This workshop is all about the envelopes. Everything you need to know to properly address envelopes will be 
covered. The desk setup, the list, all of the dos and don’ts, and everything in between will be discussed. The 
morning is spent going over the material and the afternoon is all about addressing envelopes and applying what 
you’ve learned. This is a fun, informative class that will leave you ready to tackle even the trickiest address!

Class Supplies
Moon Palace sumi; favorite pointed nib (Suzanne likes Hunt 22 and Hunt 101); penholder of your preference; 
4-5 envelopes size A9 (6x9) or larger (these may be white, colored, or some of each); water cup; paper towels; 
ruler; protractor; pencil; eraser; Fons & Porter white pencil

OPTIONAL Supplies
Dr. Ph. Martin’s Bleed Proof White ink; gold ink; any other colors you’d like to include, light pad if you have one. 
[NOTE: Please do NOT purchase a light pad specifically for this class. It is NOT necessary. You will be able to do 
everything that is needed without it!]

SUZANNE CUNNINGHAM
Envelopes & Etiquette
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MARIAN GAULT
Old English Blackletter

About Marian
flyingquill.com

Marian Gault has been a teacher of major calligraphy hands, specializing in beginning 
basics of each, for more than 30 years. She currently teaches in Los Gatos, 
California, has offered workshops and classes for all levels, and has been on the 
teaching staff for many IAMPETH conferences. Having been taught the Palmer 
Method from first grade on, she has a strong interest in handwriting, and has used it 
in many ways throughout her life. She taught handwriting to elementary school
 students during her years as a K-8 public school teacher.

She is also an artist, producing pen and ink drawings, watercolor paintings, and 
colored pencil paintings, which she often combines with lettering. She also does 

calligraphy commission pieces. Marian hosts an annual Open Studio event and has participated in many art 
shows where she received awards. She was President of Alliance of Visual Artists, and for ten years was in 
charge of their Art Festival at the Triton Museum of Art. Marian sat on the Board of Directors of her local guild, 
Pacific Scribes, for over ten years and served several terms as President.

OLD ENGLISH BLACKLETTER - BEGINNER
During the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries Blackletter was used by the church, which was the center of learning 
and scholarship at the time. Religious books, papers, and decrees were laboriously hand lettered, decorated, and 
produced in scriptoriums intentionally using the condensed Blackletter forms to save space on the precious and 
expensive parchment or vellum. Old English is a more embellished version of Blackletter which results in an 
elaborate ornamental style suitable for titles and special accents.  The style of Old English that will be presented 
was designed by Ross F. George and can be found in many editions of The Speedball Textbook.  Exemplars and 
detailed instructions will be provided.

Class Supplies
Straight pen holder, such as Speedball plastic holder or similar, or other holders which you may already have; 
broad-edge nibs, Speedball C-2, C-3 or other brands in similar widths; ink, such as walnut, Higgins Eternal, 
Moon Palace Sumi, or whatever works for you; Pigma Micron pen, small size (.005 or .01), black or color to 
match ink you are using; Borden & Riley Boris Layout translucent bond pad 9” X 12” or other paper you prefer 
which shows guidelines through it.



About RANDALL 
hassonstudio.com

Randall M. Hasson is an artist, calligrapher, instructor and speaker who has appeared 
on the faculty of Arts, Lettering Arts, and Educational Conferences in the United 
States, Canada and England. He owned and operated The Randall M. Hasson Gallery 
from 2000 – 2013 in San Diego, CA and Santa Fe, NM. He is the author of articles on 
a variety of Art or Lettering Art related subjects and has appeared as a mainstage 
presenter and/or teacher with lecture topics covering Public Art, Art History, the 
Painting Process, Collaborative Art Projects, and the History of Writing including the 
recent invention of the ADLaM Alphabet in West Africa. In 2015, he co-edited the 
24th (Centennial) Edition of The Speedball Textbook. Randall is currently writing and 
designing his forthcoming book Teaching America How to Letter – The Speedball 

Story, a history of commercial lettering and American show card writing in the early 1900’s. It is due to be 
published by Letterform Archive in 2020.

THE SHAPE AND TEXTURE OF CALLIGRAPHY - ALL SKILL LEVELS
The goal of this course is to use the artist’s eye to identify the basic shapes, texture and characteristics of a spe-
cific style of lettering. With essential information about the construction of individual letters using calligraphic 
tools, this class will begin with the broad edged pen and work towards identifying the underlying shapes of indi-
vidual letters. We will then move to class discussions, looking at the characteristics of various historical letter-
forms to analyze the size, shape, weight, direction and overall texture of the chosen text, followed by analysis 
of specific internal characteristics of each lettering style in comparison to other letterforms. Students will use 
these analytic principles to write the basic strokes of each form before moving on to the next one. This work-
shop is designed to give beginners basic principles to facilitate learning any style of lettering they come across. 
For experienced or intermediate lettering artists, it is the opportunity to fine tune letterforms they already know, 
as well as to acquire tools to facilitate the innovation and invention of their own lettering style by using the basic 
principles of analysis and applying them to new work.

Class Supplies
[Note: We will be working with mostly concepts, not necessarily finished products. You do NOT have to bring 
EVERYTHING on this list – make it simple!] Writing tools - Any of the following that you have and are 
comfortable using: Dip-pens - Rexel, Mitchell, Brause or Speedball square cut nibs, various sizes; Pilot parallel 
pens (blue cap 6 mm or green cap 3.8 mm); Zig or 
Sakura permanent markers (don’t only bring these though, 
we want some metal nibs too); pencils; any of the 
following ink/paint that you have and are comfortable 
using: black and/or walnut ink,  FW Acrylic inks, any 
gouache or watercolors you already have--use your 
favorite practice paper and ink that avoids bleeding or 
feathering; options for practice: a pad or sheets of ¼” 
(5-mm) grid paper (as large as possible – minimum 11 X 
17); options for better quality paper (again, bring things 
you already have) include Arches Text Wove, Arches Text 
Laid, Fabriano Ingres or similar lightly textured paper.

OPTIONAL Supplies
Large (11” X 15”) Mahara watercolor journal, especially if 
you want to continue with layering and texture using your 
lettering practice as a base.

MATERIALS FEE
$15 for a full color, bound handout, to be paid at beginning 
of class session.

RANDALL M. HASSON
The Shape and Texture of Calligraphy
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HEATHER VICTORIA HELD
The Alphabet Garden

ABOUT HEATHER
@heathervictoria1 |  FB: the victorian pen | heathervictoriaheld.com | inkflourishes.blogspot.com

Heather Victoria Held is a Canadian freelance lettering artist who operates The 
Victorian Pen studio in St. George, Ontario. In 2009 she was presented the 
Spencerian Heritage Award by Michael Sull at the Spencerian Saga. She has been a 
longtime member of Brian Walker’s Spencerian Review Study Group, and a faculty 
member of several International Calligraphy Conferences. She served as 2013-14 
IAMPETH President and continues to support the organization on the Board of 
Directors. Her teaching style is gentle and encouraging while helping students to 
achieve the next level in their skill sets. Her work in promoting handwriting skills has 
attracted television, magazine and radio coverage in Canada. She conducts intensive 
workshops in Offhand Flourishing, Decorative Lettering and Ornamental 

Penmanship worldwide. Her artwork is in private collections around the world and has been featured in 
publications Pen World, Bound and Lettered, Somerset Studio, the Speedball Textbook, and others. Heather and 
her husband Chris create hand-dyed and painted Held Pens, which are found in the hands of artists throughout 
the world.

THE ALPHABET GARDEN – ALL SKILL LEVELS
The Victorian Era was filled with fascination for medieval illuminated manuscripts, opulent ornament and the 
floral world. Throughout this class we will allow those influences to help create versatile Victorian Versal letters. 
Students will be taken through the stages of drawing, gilding and painting these gorgeous letters that can be 
enhanced with pointed pen florals, butterflies, dragonflies and gentle filigree effects. Bring a sense of play and 
delight to class as we approach these letters! The possibilities are endless.

Class Supplies
Any size mechanical pencil; small white vinyl or kneaded eraser; 3B pencil; tracing paper; repositionable scotch 
tape or paper clips; 1 or 2 sheets of 5” X 7” hot press 140lb watercolour paper; small pointed round brushes 
(Isabey Series 6229 Miniature sizes 2 & 3 recommended); McCaffery brown ink; pen holder with medium 
flexible nib such as Zebra G; your favourite watercolours (any brand, or try the dot card of Heather’s favourite 
Daniel Smith watercolours from John Neal); Coliro (Finetec) gold watercolour or gold leaf with Miniatum Ink 
gilding size and paint brush for applying; water dish; paper towels; small white plate for mixing colours.

OPTIONAL Supplies
Embellishment supplies such as Sakura Gelly Roll Clear Stardust Pen, Swarovski Crystals



About Marie & Calligraphy 
crowncalligraphy.com

Marie Hornback is a professional calligrapher in both pointed and broad-edge pen 
hands. In addition to accepting commission work, Marie actively teaches calligraphy 
and cursive handwriting to adults and children. In 2015, IAMPETH Master Penman 
Michael Sull invited Marie to co-found the American Cursive Instructor Certification 
Program (ACICP) with him. Marie is now the Director/Teacher of the ACICP, 
offering two-day workshops and certification to those who attend. She has been 
teaching handwriting to grades 3 - 6 at an elementary school for the past seven 
years, and was on the faculty at IAMPETH conferences in 2017 and 2018. As 2018-
2019 IAMPETH President, she hosted the 2019 conference in Denver, CO. 

AMERICAN CURSIVE INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM – INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Offered for the first time outside of Denver, CO, the ACICP is a two-day workshop offering specific training 
on how to teach cursive handwriting. Participants should plan to purchase the American Cursive Handwriting 
Curriculum (Student Version)™, and familiarize themselves with it in advance. Those who complete the training 
successfully will be fully certified and equipped to teach the American Cursive Handwriting Curriculum™, and the 
methods taught may easily be adapted to teaching other handwriting systems. This workshop covers the 
benefits of handwriting, arm movement, primary students, teaching methods, supplemental reinforcements, 
practice sheets, exemplar strategies, and more.

*Please note:
This two-day program will take place on Thursday and Friday of the conference week. In order to participate, 
you must attend both days. While a portion of your conference registration fee will be applied to ACICP, there 
will be a surcharge of $215. The training will be limited to 35 participants. Any seats remaining after April 15 
will be offered to the public for a fee of $450. Please direct inquiries to Marie at crowncalligraphyco@gmail.
com. In order to be considered for ACICP training:

• By Monday March 2: Submit a sample paragraph of your cursive handwriting to    
crowncalligraphyco@gmail.com.

• By Monday March 9: Applicants will be notified of their eligibility.
• On Saturday, March 14: Register for the conference, making sure to opt for ACICP as Thursday and 

Friday class choices. Only those who have established eligibility will be permitted to register for ACICP; 
others will be contacted and asked to make selections from other classes with seats remaining.

• Once your place is confirmed, you will receive directions for payment of the surcharge. Your seat will be 
guaranteed when surcharge is paid in full. 

Class Supplies
Student (three-hole punched) version of American 
Cursive Handwriting Curriculum™ by Michael and 
Debra Sull; ballpoint pen, OR roller ball pen, OR 
gel pen, OR .5mm mechanical pencil (NOT .7mm or 
.9mm); all additional supplies/handouts/workbook will 
be provided.

OPTIONAL Supplies
Colored pens

MARIE HORNBACK
American Cursive Instructor Certification Program (ACICP)*
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MARIE HORNBACK
Business Etiquette – Presenting a Professional Image

ABOUT MARIE & Etiquette
hmsprotocol.com

Marie is a graduate of The Protocol School of Washington®, the leader in etiquette 
and protocol services. The training received, in addition to 13 years of experience, has 
equipped her as an effective teacher, public speaker, and etiquette consultant. Born 
and raised in England, she learned first-hand the practices of etiquette and protocol: 
her father was a Royal Navy officer and had the opportunity to dine with royalty on 
several occasions. As Founder/Teacher of H.M.S. Protocol & Etiquette Training, Marie 
presents seminars on Dining Skills, Social Skills, and International Protocol & 
Etiquette to businesses, corporations, and universities throughout the country. 

BUSINESS ETIQUETTE : PRESENTING A PROFESSIONAL IMAGE – ALL SKILL LEVELS
Soft skills are considered a valuable asset in today’s competitive marketplace. Marie’s grace, ease and humor as 
she chaired the 2019 IAMPETH conference in Denver led to suggestions from many attendees that she teach a 
class on the subject.  You will learn the benefits of Business Etiquette and Protocol as we cover the following 
topics and much more to help you distinguish yourself and stand out from the crowd:
 Eye contact
 How to enter a room
 How to get into and out of conversations when networking
 Handshaking
 How to correctly introduce people to one another
 Phone calls
 E-mails

Class Supplies
Notebook; pen or pencil.



BOB HURFORD, NEIL MCCAFFERY, DR. JOSEPH VITOLO
Deep Dive into the Archive
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ABOUT Dr. Joseph Vitolo
zanerian.com
Dr. Joseph M. Vitolo is an expert in Engrosser’s Script and an Historian for IAMPETH. 
In 2012, he published Script in the Copperplate Style, the first interactive electronic 
book on script, which was made freely available to everyone. He has written more than 
sixty articles on penmanship/script and has lectured extensively on topics ranging from 
science to dentistry to calligraphy. He holds two doctorates: a D.M.D. in Dentistry and 
a Ph.D. in Biochemistry. Dr. Vitolo is currently Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 
and Advanced Education for The Dental College of Georgia in Augusta.

DEEP DIVE INTO THE ARCHIVE – ALL SKILL LEVELS
Imagine having an entire day to spend in the IAMPETH Archive room! Under the guidance of three experts with 
deep knowledge of the collection, this will be an exploration of the treasures housed therein, and the pen artists 
who created them.  There will be a lecture/presentation on the History of American Penmanship and a thorough 
tour of the library. This will be followed by a master class on exemplars and how to read them, and careful 
examinations of the attributes of various examples of handwriting and offhand flourishing with attention to 
letterform, spacing, consistency of line, loops, slant and more. Then, let’s write (in another room, of course) in the 
style of Madarasz!!!

Class Supplies
Notebook and pencil (no pens in the Archive room, please!); choice of oblique or straight penholder and pointed 
nib with some flex (such as Leonardt Principal or Nikko Zebra G); straight penholder with Speedball B6 or other 
broad nib (to fill in the giant shades); pencil; Canson Marker Layout Paper, or other paper through which guide-
lines may be seen (guidesheets will be provided); choice of ink (though we have never seen a Madarasz work 
written in anything but black ink!)

ABOUT NEIL
A native of Kansas, Neil McCaffery has been a Member of IAMPETH for almost 20 
years. During that time he has served as President and Assistant Treasurer, and is 
currently caretaker of the IAMPETH Archive collection. As President again in 2020-
2021, he will host the 2021 IAMPETH conference in Omaha, NE. A student of 
ornamental penmanship and its history, Neil manufactures McCaffery’s Penman’s Ink 
to help penmen obtain that vintage look in their work. 

ABOUT BOB
Bob Hurford has been a calligrapher and graphic artist for more than 30 years, with 
proficiency in a variety of hands and the art of offhand flourishing. He has spent 
an equal amount of time in the graphic arts and printing. Bob is currently IAMPETH 
Historian and Editor of the Penman’s Journal. He is a penmanship historian and past 
member of the Questers, having lectured on the History of American Penmanship and 
demonstrated handwriting to many groups throughout Southeastern Pennsylvania.
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BILL KEMP
Engrosser’s Script

ABOUT Bill
@brotherbill55 | billscalligraphy.com

Bill has been practicing his craft for over 35 years and is still learning. While 
Engrosser’s is his favorite script, he is also skilled in other pointed pen hands as well 
as broad-edge lettering. He has studied under Senior IAMPETH Master Penman Mr. 
William Lilly for over 18 years and in 2015, received his Certificate of Merit. Bill has 
taught throughout the country at various guilds, Castle in the Air in Berkeley CA, 
Letters California Style, and at numerous IAMPETH conferences. As IAMPETH 
president in 2012-13, he hosted the annual conference in his adopted hometown of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ENGROSSER’S SCRIPT – ALL SKILL LEVELS
This class is for beginners as well as students who wish to review the beautiful and traditional Engrosser’s Script  
hand (also known as Roundhand) according to the method outlined in the Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and 
Engrossing. Lower case letters will be presented in the morning, and capitals in the afternoon.

Class Supplies
Oblique pen holder; Nikko G or Gillott 1068A nib (experienced individuals may use their favorite nibs); 
McCaffery’s ink (any color) or your favorite ink for pointed pen (others suggested are Moon Palace Sumi or Old 
World Iron Gall); pencil; Rhodia or Clairefontaine graph paper pad, 5 squares per inch.



About Schin
@openinkstand | openinkstand.com | youtube.com/openinkstand

Schin Loong is an artist and calligrapher with a BFA in Illustration from Ringling 
College of Art & Design. She is the author and illustrator of Calligraphic Animals, and 
her work has been published in HBO’s Game of Thrones Compendium, Photoshop 
Creative, ImagineFX, Advanced Photoshop, Fantasy Artist magazine, and Digital Artist 
magazine, to name a few. She lives and works in Las Vegas, NV and enjoys knitting, 
playing piano, and playing fetch with her dog Wuffles.

CALLIGRAPHIC ANIMAL DRAWING - ALL SKILL LEVELS
Learn to create fun flourished animals using step-by-step methods. We will start by practicing on templates and 
then move on to intertwining drills and flourishing techniques to create complete animals from start to finish. 
Your calligraphic animal can easily be modified to include messages or addresses for mailing (great for gifts or 
mail exchanges!), so you will walk away with several finished artworks, all uniquely yours.

Class Supplies
Any flexible pointed nibs you’re comfortable with, in a variety of sizes if possible (Schin uses Leonardt Principal 
and Brause Rose, but beginners might want Zebra G or Nikko G to start with); black sumi ink (diluted with about 
30% water in the inkwell) [NOTE: We’ll use a LOT of ink, so please make sure your inkwell holds a good amount 
of ink (tealight candle holders work great!)]; water container; paper towels; whatever other things you need for 
pointed pen stuff; any good quality paper you like for practice and drills (Schin likes Rhodia and HP laser copy 
paper). [NOTE: We’ll use a LOT of paper!]; fancy stuff like cardstock, blank envelopes or smooth watercolor 
paper if you want to work on a final project; red or blue colored pencil; eraser; pictures of animals or pets you 
want to work on as a final project; an open mind! :)

OPTIONAL Supplies
Brush pens, or broad pen nibs and colored ink if you want to do some lettering inside your flourished animal; 
Calligraphic Animals book if you have it since there is more info and samples in the book that might inspire you in 
class (available from John Neal Bookseller and Paper & Ink Arts); lightbox, if you have room!

SCHIN LOONG
Calligraphic Animal Drawing
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DAN MOONEY
Playing with Gold!

ABOUT DAN
scribedan.com

Dan has been playing with pens and gold for over 40 years. His original piece, Cape 
Coderata was part of a two-month exhibit at the John Joseph Moakley US 
Courthouse, Boston, MA, and he also had a two-month one-man show at the Boston 
World Trade Center, Fidelity Art Space. Dan painted a series of watercolor botanicals 
that were featured in a one-man show at Jobi Gallery, Truro, MA and was 
commissioned by the Boston Tea Party Museum for a custom designed 1773 map of 
Boston in pen and ink, watercolor and an abundance of 24k gold leaf. Dan’s 
re-created antique maps of Boston, Cape Cod and the Islands (in full color and also 
full of 24k gold) are currently on exhibit in the Chart Room of the Boston Harbor 
Distillery. Dan is calligrapher and letter artist for Gilded Age Greetings with Rosemary 

Buczek. His list of clients includes Sam Alfano, Master Engraver, The Coca-Cola Company, MIT, Harvard 
Medical School, and many others. Dan lives in Harwich Port, Cape Cod, MA where he is Vice President of 
Colonial Land Surveying Co., Inc., past President of Masscribes, and past President of Colonial Calli-Graphics, 
L.L.C. His work can be seen in Letter Arts Review, Bound and Lettered, and many other publications. Dan 
received further intercontinental recognition with a commission in 2017 to create nine intricate maps for the 
book With Their Bare Hands by Gene Fax, published in Great Britain by Osprey Publishing.

PLAYING WITH GOLD! – ALL SKILL LEVELS
This class will familiarize participants and build their confidence with the beautiful art of gilding. Understanding 
the simplicity of gilding makes it easier to integrate gold into any piece you may want to create. In this fun class, 
you will learn simple flat and raised gilding techniques on a finished piece. After the gold is laid, you will use var-
ious tools to “tool” the gold with patterns and enhance edges to make the gold more reflective. Ormoline gilding 
medium will be used for flat gilding, and Instacoll will be used for raised gilding. After the gilding is complete, basic 
watercolor tips and techniques will be used for an oval acanthus border.

Class Supplies
(No substitutions please! John Neal catalog numbers provided for convenience) Clear dappen dish (#S260) (we 
will be using bottom of dish upside-down, flat-bottomed dappen will not work); Princeton monogram brush 
(#BR48); Instacoll in 2 oz. Nalgene dropper bottle (#S892), must be fresh; Ormoline gilding medium (#S929); 5 
sheets PATENT gold 23K (#S189-5); bookbinder’s awl (#S255); double-ended ball stylus with different sized 
tips (#S478); 1 sheet 9” X 12” 140# 100% cotton hot press watercolor paper; watercolors, whatever tubes you 
have (blue, red, yellow, we will be mixing) OR John Neal beginner set (#S609) OR Prang watercolor set of 16 
half pans, comes with brush and cover is mixing palette; any watercolor brush with good point for detail; flat 
mixing palette (small white plate is fine, styrofoam okay); blending stump or 10 Q-tips; drafting tape; 2H pencil; 
blue ball point pen; paper towels; two water containers.



About Vivian
zillers.com | @vivian_mungall

Vivian Mungall studied calligraphy with Larry Menser in Plantation, FL. Upon moving 
to Kansas City, she met Stephen A. Ziller, who was a 1932 graduate of the Zanerian 
College in Columbus, OH, and the second owner of the engrossing studio founded in 
1895 by Frederick W. Tamblyn. Vivian started to work full time with Ziller in August 
1983, creating certificates, diplomas, awards, scrolls and resolutions for a wide range 
of associations, corporations and schools nationwide. In 1986 Vivian and her 
husband, Richard, became business partners and in 2012, moved the studio to 
Orlando, FL. Vivian specializes in broad pen lettering, Engrosser’s script and 
illumination. She was recognized as an IAMPETH Master Penman at the 2002 
conference. As President of IAMPETH in 2009-10, she hosted the annual conference 

in Orlando. She has published an iBook, as well as a print version, of Cadels, A How-to Manual with Pattern 
Families and Historical Examples for these Decorative Calligraphic Capitals.

PAINTING WATERCOLOR BORDERS - ALL SKILL LEVELS
Working with transparent and semitransparent watercolors, the class will cover various techniques that make a 
two-dimensional border with a three-dimensional feel. This will be achieved through the use of layering 
watercolor mixes using complementary, neutral, and analogous colors while creating shades and tints. Also 
covered will be the interplay between the darkest darks and the lightest lights to add depth and dimension to the 
border. The goal at the end of the class is to have one completed border to be used as a guide for mixing colors 
to create your next unique borders.

Class Supplies
Watercolor paints (dot cards from John Neal are suggested); 1 sheet 9” X 14” hot press watercolor paper (such 
as Arches Natural White 140#, Legion Stonehenge Aqua 140#, Moulin du Roy 140#) NOTE: A border will be 
emailed to you prior to the conference, which should be onto the paper above before class, leaving the rest of 
the sheet to test color mixes; pencil; eraser; paper towels; 2 water containers; Size 1 Princeton Series 4050 and 
Heritage Synthetic Sable Brushes Round  (or other good quality watercolor round brush  that comes to a nice 
point for painting thin lines--test your brush by getting it wet and drawing a thin line with it) • Size 1 Robert 
Simmons White Sable watercolor round brush or similar, with different color handle from the brush used for 
painting (to be used to blend the paints); white palette such as a china plate about 6” to 7” in diameter, or other 
white palette with flat area to mix colors 

OPTIONAL Supplies
Gold Coliro (Finetec) or gouache; straight penholder with your favorite pointed pen nib.

VIVIAN MUNGALL
Painting Watercolor Borders
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RICK PAULUS
The Calligrapher’s Process

ABOUT Rick
rickpauluscalligraphy.com

This is your opportunity to enjoy a day in the classroom with former White House 
Chief Calligrapher Rick Paulus. Rick has been a calligrapher and teacher for over 
40 years and has 30 years’ experience in commercial and fine-art calligraphy. After 
apprenticing for several years at the legendary Tolley Studios in Washington, DC he 
became the Engrosser for the US State Department. In 1998, he was appointed Chief 
Calligrapher of the White House where he remained for two presidencies. Today, in 
addition to enjoying calligraphic explorations from his studio nestled in the 
coastal hills of Sonoma County, CA,  Rick is dedicated to sharing the knowledge 
gained through many years of studio production and experimentation.

THE CALLIGRAPHER’S PROCESS – BEGINNER, INTERMEDIATE
The challenges of placing text on a page in a meaningful way can be a daunting leap for one who has never 
attempted to do so. This comprehensive studio workshop is designed to introduce beginner and intermediate 
calligraphers to the process of creating a finished piece. With a series of independent assignments, Rick will gently 
guide you through taking your work from concept to completion, using easily acquired methods and processes. 
Guided exercises will introduce the use of watercolor, gouache, and a range of papers. Knowledge of a formal 
hand is helpful but not required; beginners should be familiar with the use of a dip pen.

Class Supplies
Pen holders and nibs, minimum of three sizes of your favorite broad-edge dip pen, full set suggested; minimum 
of two pen holders, best to have enough for full set of nibs (6-8 holders)--oblique holder and pointed nibs can 
be used if you choose; your favorite black ink (Sumi Moon Palace is a good all-around start); gouache in small 
tube(s) or pans (Holbein, Winsor & Newton, Schmincke, etc.), minimum one color in addition to the black ink you 
will be using; watercolor small tube(s) or pans (Winsor & Newton, Daniel Smith, Dr. Martin, QoR, etc.) [NOTE: 
You will be creating much of your work in color during this class, please use your judgment as to how many col-
ors you need on hand]; old “retired” small brush(es) with nylon for mixing colors (can be poor quality, the more, 
the merrier!); layout paper (Canson Pro Layout Marker or Borden and Riley #37 Boris Bright White Layout Visu-
al Bond, etc., either 9”X12”, or 11”X14”); 1 sheet Arches 90# 
or Arches 140# hot or cold press, or other high-quality paper 
(can be cut to 1/2 size for transport, or, if you know that you 
work small, it can be cut to 1/4 size); tracing paper (12” roll is 
preferred and most cost effective, but tracing paper pads are 
acceptable; .05 HB lead in a mechanical pencil (other pencils 
acceptable providing you can keep them sharp); clean plastic 
eraser (such as Staedtler/Mars or Tombow), or clean kneaded 
eraser; ruler (metal will give you more accurate measuring and 
a good, straight, sharp edge); artist tape, or removable scotch 
tape, 1/2” or 3/4” roll; X-acto knife with #11 blade (the sharp, 
pointed blade); water container; paper towels or clean up 
cloths; any favorite writing tool that you enjoy working with; 
text from which to work (one short poem/passage,10-15 
words, and one long poem/passage, 8 lines, 40-50 words) 

OPTIONAL Supplies
Slant board/desk that slants up to 45 degrees (recommended 
by Rick, any stiff board measuring at least 18” x 20”, Ma-
sonite, gatorfoam, or plexiglass will work well); T-square; 
90-degree plastic triangle; extra brushes; thin LED lightbox; 
scissors.



About Linda
lindaschniederart.com

Linda Schneider is a professional calligrapher and artist who teaches regularly at 
several international conventions, conferences and national workshops. She is an 
author and speaker, and has won awards at international art shows, but her first love 
is teaching. She has been designing for the Papyrus Card Company for over a decade 
where she creates artwork and text through calligraphy. For the past 40 years, she 
has used calligraphy in paintings, Hollywood props, chalkboards, billboards, sculpture, 
wedding invitations, and private parties. 

ACTS OF KINDNESS THROUGH CALLIGRAPHY- OUTSIDE YOUR STUDIO – ALL SKILL LEVELS
Putting a smile on someone’s face can also make your day while practicing, and practice does make perfect! 
Writing a person’s name brings the most honor, and at the same time it helps to keep calligraphy alive when they 
see it done by hand without a computer. This class will include hands-on practice so you will feel comfortable 
passing on your acts of kindness through calligraphy using different formats, situations, and materials. Let’s 
have fun while we fill the room with smiles, laughter and encouragement while learning and practicing how to 
pass on Acts of Kindness through Calligraphy.

Class Supplies
Small portable markers for whatever style script you prefer, pointed or broad-edge. (Linda prefers the pointed 
Pentel flexible Sign Pen markers, especially in red, green and ochre; any small flexible marker will do, bring your 
favorites); light gray small marker is for shading (small PITT Faber-Castell recommended); clear sparkle Sakura 
Gelly Roll; small pair of scissors; pencil; any kind of paper (xerox copy paper or card stock in white or any color, 
scrap paper is great).

OPTIONAL Supplies
Molotow Liquid Chrome pen; small mirror

MATERIALS FEE
$3

LINDA SCHNEIDER
Acts of Kindness Through Calligraphy – Outside Your Studio
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TAMARA STONEBURNER
Foundational Hand

ABOUT Tamara
gracestone.com

Tamara Stoneburner is a professional calligrapher and the owner of Gracestone 
Calligraphics, an independent studio started in 1997 and located in Northern Virginia. 
She specializes in fine art commissions ranging from weddings and anniversaries to 
awards and certificates to complex family tree charts to resolutions and retirements, 
as well as other hand-rendered personal calligraphy art pieces. She became exposed 
to calligraphy as a device to train her right hand while she was being switched from 
left-handedness in primary school. Currently, she is President of the Washington 
Calligraphers Guild and has been directly mentored for the past 15 years by its 
founder, Sheila Waters. She garners great satisfaction as an instructor of calligraphy 
and graphic design for various groups including IAMPETH and the annual DC Super 

Fountain Pen Show. Her outside interests include arboreal gardening and attempting to decipher her own 
handwriting.

FOUNDATIONAL HAND: LEARNING ITS ORIGIN STORY, HOW TO WRITE IT, AND HOW TO USE ITS SUPERPOWERS - ALL SKILL LEVELS
Foundational is an unusual creature. Its core existence revolves around being thoroughly consistent, both in its 
precision in spacing and letter shape. It is meant to be a humanistic bookhand resulting from broad-edged 
letterforms, used for its ultimate readability within text, its warm and welcoming aesthetic, and even overall 
texture.

This workshop is an in-depth overview of its origin and development from 10th-century psalters by its 
modernizer, Edward Johnston (considered and highly-regarded as the ‘Father of Modern Calligraphy’). We’ll apply 
his 7-step analysis (pen scale, pen angle, shape, serif systems, downstrokes & stems, ductus, and speed) in order 
to gain a deeper understanding of the power Foundational possesses through its elegant simplicity.

This is a two-part workshop. The first half (morning) will be a history lecture with the instructor’s demo and 
discussion of the letterforms. The second half (afternoon) will involve hands-on practice and application with an 
accompanying Q&A and clinic-style troubleshooting session. There will also be a discussion of how to use 
Foundational for contemporary projects and what other hands it can be paired with to provide visual impact and 
function. This workshop is appropriate for beginners to be exposed to a broad-edged style of writing. It also 
accommodates the intermediate and advanced levels, serving as both an academic analysis and 
refresher/fine-tuning exercise.

Class Supplies
Borden and Riley 37 Boris Marker Layout Bright White Translucent Bond Pad, 14 x 17 Inches, 50 white sheets; 
Pilot Parallel Pen (either 1.5mm or 2.4mm size); Marvy Calligraphy Marker Pen (black, 2.0mm size); 8-1/2 “ 
x 11” pad of small-grid paper (8 squares to the inch); mechanical pencil of your choice; 12” ruler; Papermate 
White Pearl rubber eraser.



About JANET
@janettakahashi | janettakahashi.com

Janet Takahashi is a freelance artist with a love of letters, specializing in calligraphy, 
illustration, sign painting and gilding. She works as a commercial illustrator, designer, 
and certified creativity coach. Her work is widely published, and she is the author of 
Artful Journals. Janet is a field artist at Yosemite National Park and travels extensively 
teaching calligraphy, sketchbook watercolor journaling and the book arts. 

LETTERING BOUND with the POWER OF PRACTICE – ALL SKILL LEVELS
What do you do with your lettering practice sheets? They are a powerful reference source for your study. We 
will break down the art of practice, effective note taking, and troubleshoot perfectionism. You will create three 
models, simple book craft structures to organize your loose sheets. Make your practice count and have fun!

Class Supplies
Pencil/ eraser; X-acto knife;  ruler with metal straight edge for cutting against; cutting mat; triangle; awl or 
pushpin;  scissors; glue stick;  bone folder;  two file folders; a few colored pencils

OPTIONAL Supplies
Pair of bulldog clips for securing papers; shoe box lid

JANET TAKAHASHI
Lettering Bound with the Power of Practice
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MICHAEL WARD
Spencerian & The Art of Movement Writing

ABOUT MICHAEL
@MrMGWard | MrMGWard.com

Michael Ward is a professional penman, artist, dancer, and instructor located in 
Vancouver, Canada. He specializes in Spencerian Script and is known worldwide for his 
ornate signature designs. He has studied both independently and under some of the 
very best penmen, including IAMPETH Master Penmen Michael Sull, Harvest 
Crittenden, and Jake Weidmann. In addition to his penmanship practice, Michael has 
pioneered the technique of debossing and hand foiling calligraphic designs onto leather 
items. He is passionate about teaching and sharing his love for the process of learning.

Spencerian & THE ART OF MOVEMENT WRITING – ALL SKILL LEVELS
Traditionally, Spencerian Script & Ornamental Penmanship were written using rapid motions. This style of 
movement writing was how they managed to create the unbelievably beautiful specimens we now study. In this 
class we will start from square one and train our muscles to flow graciously from form to form driven by the larger 
muscles of our upper arm and back, rather than using our fingers to draw out the letters. When combined with 
a rhythmic flow, this will give our writing a beautiful and uniform appearance. From there we will go further and 
explore accent flourishes, designed with our movement in mind to best add character and an artistic flare to our 
writing. Having an understanding of Spencerian or Ornamental Penmanship will help greatly in this class. The 
learning curve is steep, but since we start from the basics, this class can be suitable for any level (though 
challenging for beginners). Students will be taught to execute Spencerian & Ornamental Penmanship using new 
muscles and movements. Topics will cover use of muscles, forearm and whole arm movement, rhythm, line 
integrity, oval symmetry, and accent flourishing.

Class Supplies
Oblique pen holder; flexible nib of choice (i.e. Leonardt Principal EF, Gillott 303) [NOTE: Nikko G and the like 
will not be flexible enough for this class]; ink of choice (something smooth flowing like walnut or iron gall--Mike 
uses walnut most of the time); blank paper of choice (i.e. Rhodia pad, or similar); paperclips to hold guide sheets.



ABOUT JAKE
JakeWeidmann.com | @jakeweidmann

Jake is a professional artist based in Denver, CO. In July of 2011, he became the 
youngest in history to receive the IAMPETH Master Penman designation. Jake works 
across numerous mediums in art and calligraphy, and is most well-known for his use 
of traditional calligraphic flourishing and hand lettering in the context of his fine art.

INTRODUCTION TO SPENCERIAN SCRIPT – ALL SKILL LEVELS, SUITABLE for BEGINNERS
We shall take an in-depth look at the fundamental structure of Spencerian script and the individual elements 
that draw the alphabet together as a cohesive family. We will also look at the historical way in which this 
correspondence hand was executed through the use of muscular and whole arm movement.

Class Supplies
Clairefontaine Triomphe or Rhodia Pad, blank, 8.25” X 11.75”; Old World Iron Gall or Sumi or walnut ink; 
flexible pen nibs (recommend Zebra Comic G, Leonardt Principal EF, Gillott 303); oblique pen holder; one or two 
pencils, Palomino Blackwing Pearl recommended.

JAKE WEIDMANN
An Introduction to Spencerian Script
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ANGELA WELCH
Designing a Floral Flourished Wedding Certificate

ABOUT ANGELA
@angelarwelch_penandpauper | facebook.com/angela.welch.54 | penandpauper.com

Georgia-based and Alabama-bred, Angela Welch is an artist with over 45 years’ 
experience in several mediums and a concentration in the lettering arts wedding 
industry. Her hand-painted wedding aisle runners and invitation designs have been 
included in numerous publications, books and magazines across the globe and featured 
in Crane’s Book of Wedding Stationery. Also an accomplished painter, Angela’s work 
has been shown in exhibits across the South. She has created some unique, one-of-
a-kind artworks by making her own vellum from animal hides and her own ink from 
walnuts.

DESIGNING A FLORAL FLOURISHED WEDDING CERTIFICATE – ALL SKILL LEVELS
In this class we will design a flourished and elaborately embellished wedding certificate as a 9” X 12” finished 
piece. Watercolor flowers and acrylic embellishments make the work 3D! Students may bring their own texts 
or use one provided. From ruling the paper, to penning the text, to applying swashes of flourishes, flowers, and 
gold, we will complete a certificate in the class. Flourishing is the key component. While this style of flourishing is 
freewheeling, sweeping and offhand, it does have rules that must be observed so your design will be graceful and 
balanced, yet still retain the freedom of movement. Each piece will reflect the artistic movement of the individual 
doing the designing as well as the embellishment. As you learn the art of flourishing for this style of work, you will 
also learn a few techniques for acrylic and watercolor flowers (including hydrangeas!). This is going to be FUN!!

Class Supplies
12” ruler; small t-square; your favorite holder, nib and ink; pencil; eraser; pad of practice paper; two 9” x12” 
pieces of Arches or other hot press watercolor paper; black Micron marker, size 2 or smaller; a few sheets of 
very sheer tracing paper; one small styrofoam plate for mixing paint; small water container; paper towels; Coliro 
(Finetec) arabic gold and/or silver watercolor; one dinky dip each full of white acrylic paint and red acrylic paint 
(Plaid or DecoArt suggested); one flat square brush size 4; double-ended stylus; Signo Uniball Broadwhite pen; 
glitter pens in various colors (Kaiser Glitter Gel Pens suggested); clear Wink of Stella; Tombow Dual Tip markers 
in the following colors: green 228, 158, 192, 249; blue 533, 526, 528; red 847, 837, 772, 885, 912; yellow 
026, 946, 992; violet 620, 679, 623.  NOTE: If these markers are hard to find, expensive, or you already have 
brush markers, bring what you have, (Zig Brushables work well). You will need a light, medium, and dark brush 
marker that is dual tipped in the colors stated above. Angela leans toward darker, earthy colors (sage greens, 
evergreen, yellow ochre, dark red, etc.) for these certificates. 

Optional Supplies
Ranger ‘Liquid Pearls’ in white opal, .5 oz
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MONDAY, JUL 6th TUESDAY, JULY 7th WEDNESDAY, JUL 8th

8:30

8:30-5:00 

Hurford,  
McCaffery,  

Vitolo 
 

Deep Dive  
into the Archive

8:30-5:00 

Bill  
Kemp 

 
Engrosser’s 

Script

8:30-5:00

 
Angela  
Welch 

 
Designing a 
Flourished 
Wedding 

Certificate

8:30-5:00 

Paul  
Antonio 

 
Flourishing 

A Geometric  
Approach

8:30-5:00 

Tamara 
Stoneburner 

 
Foundational 

Hand

8:30-5:00 

 
Michael 

Ward 
 

Spencerian & 
the Art of 
Movement 

Writing

8:30-5:00 

Dan 
Mooney 

 
Playing 

with 
Gold!

8:30-5:00 

Suzanne 
Cunningham 

 
Envelopes & 

Etiquette

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:00-1:30 
Lunch

12:00-1:30 
Lunch

12:30

1:00

1:30

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Hurford,  
McCaffery,  

Vitolo 
 

Deep Dive  
into the Archive

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Bill  
Kemp 

 
Engrosser’s 

Script

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Angela  
Welch 

 
Designing a 
Flourished 
Wedding 

Certificate

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Paul  
Antonio 

 
Flourishing 

A Geometric  
Approach

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Tamara 
Stoneburner 

 
Foundational 

Hand

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Michael 
Ward 

 
Spencerian & 

the Art of 
Movement 

Writing

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Dan 
Mooney 

 
Playing 

with 
Gold!

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Suzanne 
Cunningham 

 
Envelopes & 

Etiquette

2:00

2:00-5:00 
Conference 

Check-in Opens 
Lower Lobby 

Level

2:00-5:00 
One-on-One 

Tutorials 
for Beginners

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:00-8:00 
Opening Night Reception

5:00-7:00 
Dinner

5:00-7:00 
Dinner

5:30

6:00

6:30

7:00 7:00-8:00 
Jake Weidman Lecture: 
Calligraphy in the Market-

place

7:00-10:00 
Open Study

7:00-8:30 
Round Robin

7:00-10:00 
Open Study

7:30

8:00
8:00-9:00 

Conference Check-in Continues 
Lower Lobby Level8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00
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THURSDAY, JULY 9th FRIDAY, JULY 10th SATURDAY, JULY 11th

8:30-5:00 

Jake 
Weidmann 

 
Beginning 
Spencerian

8:30-5:00 

Heather 
Held 

 
The 

Alphabet 
Garden

8:30-5:00 

Vivian 
Mungall 

 
Watercolor 

Borders

8:30-5:00 

Rick 
Paulus 

 
The 

Calligrapher’s 
Process

8:30-5:00 
 

Marie 
Hornback 

 
American 
Cursive 

Instructor 
Program 

Day 1 of 2

8:30-4:00 

 
Randall  
Hasson 

 
The Shape 
& Texture  

of 
Calligraphy

8:30-4:00 

Schin  
Loong 

 
Calligraphic 

Animal 
Drawing

8:30-4:00 

Pat 
Blair 

 
“Dressed 
Down” 

Copperplate

8:30-4:00 

 
Harvest 

Crittenden 
 

The 
Bister 

Ink 
Border

8:30-4:00 

Marie 
Hornback 

 
American 
Cursive 

Instructor 
Program 

Day 2 of 2

8:30-12:00 

 
Skyler  

Chubak 
 

Intro 
to 

Sign 
Painting

8:30-12:00 

Marian 
Gault 

 
Old 

English 
Blackletter

8:30-12:00 

Linda 
Schneider 

 
Acts of 

Kindness 
Through 

Calligraphy

8:30-12:00 
 

Marie 
Hornback 

 
Business 
Etiquette: 

Presenting a 
Professional 

Image

8:30-12:00 
 

Janet 
Takahashi 

 
Lettering 

Bound  
with 

the Power  
of Practice

12:00-1:30 
Lunch

12:00-1:30 
Lunch

12:00-1:30 
Lunch

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00

Jake 
Weidmann 

 
Beginning 
Spencerian

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Heather 
Held 

 
The 

Alphabet 
Garden

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00

Vivian 
Mungall 

 
Watercolor 

Borders

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

Rick 
Paulus 

 
The 

Calligrapher’s 
Process

Class Cont. 
8:30-5:00 

 
Marie 

Hornback 
 

American 
Cursive 

Instructor 
Program 

Day 1 of 2

Class Cont. 
8:30-4:00

 
Randall
Hasson 

 
The Shape 
& Texture  

of 
Calligraphy

Class Cont. 
8:30-4:00

Schin
Loong 

 
Calligraphic 

Animal 
Drawing

Class Cont. 
8:30-4:00

 
Pat 

Blair 
 

“Dressed 
Down” 

Copperplate

Class Cont. 
8:30-4:00

 
Harvest 

Crittenden 
 

The 
Bister 

Ink 
Border

Class Cont.
8:30-4:00

 
Marie 

Hornback 
American  
Cursive 

Instructor 
Program 

Day 2 of 2
Free Time 

No Classes Scheduled

4:30-5:00 Business Meeting

5:00-7:00 
Dinner

5:00-7:00 
Dinner

5:30-6:00 Group Photo

6:00-9:00 
Closing Banquet 

7:00-8:00 
Member’s Exhibit

7:00-10:00 
Open Study

7:00-8:30 
Silent Auction

7:00-10:00 
Open Study8:00-9:00 

Live Podcast  
Recording



REGISTRATION & FEES
Register at IAMPETH.com

For members in good standing as of January 31, 2020, online registration opens Saturday, March 14, 2020 at 
11:00 am Eastern Standard Time. Registration includes your membership dues for July 1, 2020 through June 
30, 2021.  If space is available, the conference will open to new members and the general public beginning 
Saturday, March 28, 2020. Although you may opt for ‘no class selected’ on a particular day or days, registration 
is for the entire week of classes; we do not prorate fees. 

Registration Instructions
1. Prior to Registration Day go to iampeth.com and enter your user ID (email address) and password. If you 

have not logged in previously, you may need to create an account by selecting a password. If you are able to 
log in successfully, you are eligible to register.

2. Prior to Registration Day, use the worksheet on the following page to make your class selections. Some 
classes fill quickly, so be sure to have alternate choices ready.

3. On Registration Day, log into your account at iampeth.com with your email address and password. If you log 
in early, you will have to refresh the page after 11:00 AM Eastern Standard Time.

4. Place your cursor over the word ‘Conference’ in the menu bar (under the logo, third option from the left). 
Click on the drop-down box that says ‘Conference Registration’.

5. Read each screen carefully, and check that your address and phone are up to date.
6. Make your selections for membership options, classes, and meal entrees.
7. You may pay with a credit card using PayPal (you do not need a PayPal account) or you may pay with a 

check. In either case you must register online. If you are paying by check, your confirmation email will        
instruct you where to send the check. 

8. Once you have completed and submitted the form, you will receive a confirmation via email. Included will be 
hotel registration and Delta Airlines discount information.

Registration Fees (in US Dollars)

Conference Registration Fee  $250
Opening Reception    $0 for registrants and $60 per guest 
Closing Banquet (optional)   $60 for registrants and $60 per guest 
Annual IAMPETH Membership Dues for July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021* (please select below)

Digital Journal, Regular Member, Worldwide    $35 
Digital Journal, Senior (65+) or Full-Time Student Member, Worldwide $25 
Mailed Journal, Regular Member, USA Only    $45
Mailed Journal Senior (65+) or Student Member, USA only  $35
Mailed Journal, Regular, Senior or Student Member, outside USA  $55 

If you have any questions:
Prior to the registration process: email Jody Meese at president@iampeth.com
During the registration process call Debi Zeinert at +1 (414) 520-1100 (please do not call prior to 3/14/20)

Cancellation Policy
Cancellation and requests for refund apply to registration and meal fees only; membership fees will not be 
refunded. Refunds will be processed as follows:

Before April 6, 2020   100% of registration fee, less $10**
April 6-May 6, 2020   90% of registration fee, less $10**
May 6-June 6, 2020    80% of registration fee, less $10**
After June 6, 2020    No refunds granted

*IAMPETH membership runs July 1 through June 30, and dues are not pro-rated. Membership includes the 
quarterly Penman’s Journal, access to the Members Only area of the website including the online forum, and an 
early invitation to register for the annual Conference.

**A $10 deduction will be made from all refunds to cover our PayPal expense.R
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CLASS WORKSHEET
Conference Class Overview

Use this worksheet to help plan your class selections in preparation for online registration. Choose one class per 
day, as well as your alternate selections; some classes fill up quickly. 

TUESDAY July 7, 2020 

        8:30-5:00  Engrosser’s Script: Bill Kemp
        8:30-5:00  Flourishing - A Geometric Approach: Paul Antonio
        8:30-5:00  Designing a Floral Flourished Wedding Certificate: Angela Welch
        8:30-5:00  Deep Dive into the Archive: Bob Hurford/Neil McCaffery/Dr. Joe Vitolo

WEDNESDAY July 8, 2020

        8:30-5:00  Foundational Hand: Tamara Stoneburner
        8:30-5:00  Spencerian & the Art of Movement Writing: Michael Ward
        8:30-5:00  Playing with Gold!: Dan Mooney
        8:30-5:00  Envelopes & Etiquette: Suzanne Cunningham

THURSDAY July 9, 2020

        8:30-5:00  Beginning Spencerian: Jake Weidmann
        8:30-5:00  The Alphabet Garden: Heather Held
        8:30-5:00  Watercolor Borders: Vivian Mungall
        8:30-5:00  The Calligrapher’s Process: Rick Paulus
        8:30-5:00  American Cursive Instructor Certification Program (Day 1): Marie Hornback*

FRIDAY July 10, 2020 

        8:30-4:00  “Dressed Down” Copperplate: Pat Blair
        8:30-4:00  Calligraphic Animal Drawing: Schin Loong
        8:30-4:00  The Bister Ink Border: Harvest Crittenden
        8:30-4:00  The Shape & Texture of Calligraphy: Randall M. Hasson
        8:30-4:00  American Cursive Instructor Certification Program (Day 2): Marie Hornback*

SATURDAY July 11, 2020 

        8:30-12:00 Old English Blackletter: Marian Gault 
        8:30-12:00 Introduction to Sign Painting: Skyler Chubak
        8:30-12:00 Acts of Kindness through Calligraphy: Linda Schneider
        8:30-12:00 Lettering Bound with the Power of Practice: Janet Takahashi 
        8:30-12:00 Business Etiquette - Presenting a Professional Image: Marie Hornback 

*Only those with pre-determined eligibility will be permitted to register for the two-day American Cursive 
Instructor Certification Program. Please see course description for details.
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